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In this paper, we first prove the following best approximation theorems: Let E 
be a Hausdorff locally convex space and W be a wedge in E. Let D be an open 
subset of E with QED such that the closure D of D is convex. Suppose that 
f: B, --t CK( W) is a continuous condensing mapping. Then there exists e0 E B, 
such that dPD (f(eo), e,) = d,, (f(eo), D,), where pow denotes the Minkowskii 
function of 0; in E. Moreove:, if d,,, (/(e,,), 6,) > 0, then es E aD,. As a direct 
consequence, we improve and general&e the main results of Fan, Lin, and Sehgal 
and Singh. Next, we show several best approximation theorems and fixed point 
theorems for multivalued k-set-contractive mapping defined on the closed balls and 
annulus in cones of Banach spaces which generalize the recent results of Lin and 
Sehgal and Singh. 6 1992 Academtc Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Recently, Lin [6] obtained the approximation theorems of continuous 
condensing maps defined on the closed balls and annulus in cones, and 
Sehgal and Singh [lo] obtained the approximation theorems of multi- 
valued bounded continuous condensing maps on quasicomplete closed 
convex sets in Hausdorff locally convex topological vector spaces. Their 
theorems generalized the well-known result of Fan in [4]. In this paper, we 
obtain further improvements and generalizations of main results of Lin 
[6,7] and Seghal and Singh [lo], and our methods are different from 
those in [lo]. 
Let E be a Hausdorff locally convex spaces, W a wedge in E, K a cone 
in E, and D a set in E with D,=Dn W#qL DW and i?D, denote the 
closure and the boundary of D, in W, respectively, int D denotes the 
interior of D, int D,+, = (int D) n W, and CK( W) denotes the family of all 
nonempty compact convex subsets of W. 
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Let {qm : tl E A } denote the family of seminorms which determines the 
topology of E. Given CI E A and D c E, we define 
y,(Q) = inf(d> 0: Q can be obtained in the union of a finite 
number of sets, each of which has q,-diameter less than d}. 
LetC=(cp:A+R=[O,co]}.Forcp,II/ECandI>O,wedefine 
cp6$-da)6Il/(a) (VaE A); 
(h)(a) = Ma) (VaE A); 
O(a) = 0 (VaEA); 
max{cp, Ii/Ha) = max{cp(a), $(a)) (VaEA). 
We define the map y: 2E + C by y(Q)(a) =y,(sZ), ‘da E A, and call y the 
set-measure of non-compactness. For the properties of y, the reader may 
consult [9]. 
A map T: D c E -+ 2E is said to be upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) (respec- 
tively, lower semicontinuous (1.s.c.)) if for each XE D and open set Vc E 
with T(x) c V (respectively, T(x) n I/ # 4) there is a neighborhood U of x 
such that T( Un D) c V (respectively, T(z) n Vf 4, Vz E U n D). A map T 
is said to be continuous if T is both upper semicontinuous and lower 
semicontinuous. 
LEMMA 1.1 [lo, Lemma 11. Let f: DC E + 2E be U.S.C. with compact 
values and let {x,: a E f} be a net in X such that x, + x. If y, E f(x,) for 
each a E r, then there exist an y E f(x) and a subset { ya} of the net 
.(y,:aEr) with ys-+ y. 
Similar to Lemma 1 in [ 111, we can obtain: 
LEMMA 1.2. Let f: D c E + 2E be I.s.c. If (xa} c D with xg --t X~E D, 
then for each yoc f(xo), there exist a subnet (x0,} c {xa} and a net { ysS} 
with yp, E f (xss) such that yps -+ y,. 
DEFINITION 1.1. An U.S.C. mapping f: D c E + 2E is called condensing 
(respectively, k-set-contractive) if for each Q c E with y(Q) # 0, there exists 
aE A such that r(f(Q))(a) < y(Q)(a) (respectively, y(f(Q))(a) d b(Q)(a)). 
Remark 1.1. Obviously, the class of condensing maps defined by us 
includes that defined in [lo]. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let W be a wedge in locally convex space E and D be 
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a convex set of E with 8 E int D (0 E D n W # 4). We define the Minkowskii 
function of D w, P,,,,,: E -+ R+ (the set of all nonnegative real numbers) as 
p,,(x)=inf{k>O:x~kD,f, Vx E E, 
Remark 1.2. Because W is a wedge, (x E E: x E kD,J = {x E W: 
x~kD}. Then for each XE W, ~~~(x)=~~(x)=inf{k>O:x~kDj. 
Similar to Lemma 4.2.5 in [12], we have the following lemma by 
Remark 1.2: 
LEMMA 1.3. Let D be a convex set in E with 8 E int D. Then the 
Minkowskii function of D, is continuous in E and has the following 
properties: 
(1) p,,(W = kp,,bh Vk>O andxe W; 
(II) P&,(X + y) GPn,(x) +Pn,(y), vx,yEW; 
(IW 0 <P&,(x) < 1, if xEint D,; 
(IV) P&/(X) ’ 1, if x$Dw; 
(V) P&/(X) = 1, if XEaD,. 
LEMMA 1.4 [2, Theorem 21. Let E be a Hausdorff locally convex space 
and Q be an open set of E containing 0. Suppose that T: 0, -+ CK( W) is a 
condensing map with Ax 4 T(x), Vx E &2 w and ;1> 1. Then T has a fixed 
point in Q,. 
Let K be a cone of a Banach space X and 8= K\(8). For each y E g, 
define a(y)=inf{ I/x+ yll/llxll:x~R} and a(K)=sup{a(y): YES}. The 
constant CJ = a(K) is called quasinormality constant associated with K 
(see PI). 
LEMMA 1.5 [S, Theorem 31. Let D’ and D2 be bounded open sets in a 
Banach space X such that f3 E D’ and D’ c D2 and K be a cone in X. Suppose 
that T: Di + 2K is a k-set-contractive map with k E [0, 1) and k < a, the 
quasinormality constant associated with K. If the following conditions hold, 
(i) Ilull < JIx(I for all UE T(x) and xEaDi, 
(ii) /Iv/I 2 llxll for all VE T(x) and xE aDi, 
then T has at least one fixed point in D$\Dk. 
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LEMMA 1.6. Let D be convex set of topological vector space E with 
int D # 4. For each x E int D and y E D, we have 
tx+(l-t)yEintD, VJtE(O,l]. 
The proof of Lemma 1.6 is elementary and hence we omit it. 
Remark 1.3. Lemma 1.6 generalizes Theorem 3 in [3, Sect. 3.21 to 
topological vector spaces. 
By applying Lemma 1.6, it is easy to obtain the following corollaries: 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let D be a convex set of topological vector space E 
with int D = I$ Then int D is a convex set and int = 6. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let D be a convex set of topological vector space E 
with intD#d and W be a wedge in E. Then mD, (=intDn W= 
Dn W)=D,anda(intD)=aD,. 
LEMMA 1.7 [ 1, p. 110, Theorem 81. Let X, Y be two Hausdorff topological 
spaces and F, G be two set-valued maps from X to Y such that for any x E X, 
F(x) n G(x) # $. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) F is U.S.C. at x0; 
(ii) F(x,) is compact; 
(iii) G is a closed map. 
Then the set-valued map Fn G: XH F(x) n G(x) is U.S.C. at x0. 
2. APPROXIMATION THEOREMS 
Let A, B be two sets of a topological vector space E and p be the 
Minkowskii function of some set in E. We denote d,(A, B) = inf{ p(x - y): 
XEA, YE B}, inf p(A) = inf(p(x): XE A}. If A, B are two sets in normed 
space, we denote d(A, B)=inf{jlx- y)l:x~A, DEB}. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let E be a Hausdorff locally convex space and D be an 
open set of E with 8 E D and d convex. Suppose that f: d w + CK( W) is a 
continuous condensing map. Then there exists e, E D, such that 
d,,,(f(e& eo) = d,+(f(e& D,), 
where pow is the Minkowskii function of D, in E. Moreover, if 
dpDw(f (e,), D w) > 0, then e. E 3D ,+,. 
Proof: For convenience, we will write p =pDw. Our proof is divided 
into the following three parts: 
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(I) Define a map A: a,-+2” by 
Ax = (y Ef(x): p(y) = inf p(f(x))}, VXEiiw. (2.1) 
By the compactness of ,j(x), Ax #qk By Lemma 1.3 and the convexity of 
f(x), it is easy to show that Ax is a closed convex set in W. Now, we will 
prove that A is U.S.C. For any open subset P’ of E, let {x1} c {XE D,+,: 
Axn V”#q5} with x, --t x0, where V” denotes the complementary set of V. 
Then there exists y, E Ax, n V”; that is, 
ya ~f(xJ n v” and AYJ = infAf(x,)). (2.2) 
Since f is a compact valued U.S.C. map, it follows from Lemma 1.1 that 
there exist y, E,~(x~) and ( ya} c ( yb} such that yP + y, E V”. Hence, we 
have 
Ye -+ h ~f(x.J n v’. (2.3) 
By Lemma 1.3 and the compactness off(x,), there exists yb~f(x~) such 
that 
A = inf M&J). (2.4) 
Since f is 1.s.c. and xg -+ x0, by Lemma 1.2, there exist 
{xB,} c {xc(} and y;l, E~(x~.) such that yb, --$ yb. (2.5) 
By (2.2), we have 
P(Y;~) B infAf(xliO) =P(Y~~). 
From (2.3), (2.5), and the continuity of p it follows that p( yb) >p( y,). By 
(2.4) we obtain 
P(Y~ = inf PW~). 
Thus, we have 
y,EAxon V’#& (2.6) 
and 
X~E {x~d,: Axn Vc#4}. 
This shows that A is U.S.C. on 6,. 
(II) Definef’:Di,-+2W by 
if x~C,={x~D~:f(x)nb,#qS}; 
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It is easy to see that f’(x) is nonempty compact and convex for each 
XED,. In the following, we will prove that f’ is also U.S.C. on DW. Now, 
suppose that x0 E iT W is arbitrarily fixed and I/ is a arbitrarily open subset 
of E withf’(x,)c V. 
(i) If X~E C, and f(xO) n D,# 4, then f(xO) n D #qk Since f is 
I.s.c., there exists an open neighborhood Ui c E with x0 E U, and for each 
zE U1n6,, we have 
f(z)nBxf(z)nD##. 
It follows that 
f(z)nb,=(f(z)n W)nb=f(z)nB#qi (2.8) 
Since f’(x,) = f(x,,) n d,c V and f is u.s.c., there exists an open 
neighborhood U, of x0 such that f (U, n d W) c V; i.e., 
f(UznD,)n4,c V. (2.9) 
Let U,= U, n Uz; then U. is an open neighborhood of x,,. By (2.7) (2.8) 
and (2.9), we have 
f’(U,nb,)=f(UonD6,)nd,cf(U2nD,)nB,c I/. (2.10) 
If X~E C, and f(x,,) n D,= 4, then f(xo) n aD,#d. By Lemma 1.3, we 
have inf p(f(x,)) = 1. Then Ax, c f(xo) n aD,. By (2.7) we have f’(x,) = 
f(xd n&=f(x,) n aD, so that Ax, c V. Since A is u.s.c., there exists an 
open neighborhood U; of x0 such that 
A(U;nb,)c I/. (2.11) 
By Lemma 1.7, it is easy to see that f’ I ,-, : C1 -+ 2W is u.s.c.; then there 
exists an open neighborhood U; of x0 such that 
f’jC, (U;nC1)=f(U;nC,)nd,c V. (2.12) 
Let Ub = U’, n U;; by (2.7) (2.11), (2.12) we have 
f’(UbnDW)=f’(UbnC,)uf’(UbnC,) 
cf’(U;nC,)uf’(U;nCJ 
=(f(U;nCl)nD,)uA(U;nC,) 
cvuv=v. 
By (2.10) and (2.13) f’(x) is U.S.C. at each X~E C,. 
(2.13) 
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(ii) Ifx,ECz, i.e.,f’(x,)c(D,,)C, (Dw)’ is open in E. By the upper 
semicontinuity of,f, there exists an open neighborhood U’,’ of xc, such that 
f(u;‘nD,)c(B‘~.)‘. (2.14) 
Since Ax, =f’(~~) c V and A is u.s.c., there exists an open neighborhood 
U; such that 
A(U;nB,)c v. (2.15) 
Let Ui= U;n Ui. It follows from (2.14) and (2.15) that 
f’(u;lnBW)=A(U;nD,)c v; 
i.e., f' is also u.s.c. on C,. 
(i) and (ii) show that f' is U.S.C. on D,. 
- 
(III) Define R: W+ D, by 
if XED,; 
if ~#a,. 
By Lemma 1.3, R is continuous and for any set QC W, R(Q) c 
co(Qu(0)). Then y(R(Q))<y(Q). Let F=Rf’; then F:Dw-+2’w is 
defined by 
if xEC,; 
Bx= (Y/P(Y): YEAX), if xECz. 
(2.16) 
It is easy to see that F is u.s.c., by the conclusion in (II), and Bx is convex 
and closed for any x E d w. Since BxcEG(A(x) u {0}) and Ax is compact, 
the Bx is also compact for each x E b,. Hence for any x E D,, Fx is 
compact convex. For each set Q c D, with y(Q) # 0, we have 
so that F is condensing. Without loss of generality, we may assume x $ Fx 
for any x E dD w. If it is not true, then F has a fixed point in 6,. Assume 
that there exist x0 E dD, and & > 1 such that &x0 E Fx,. By Lemma 1.3, 
we have p(x,) = 1 and p(&x,) = 1, > 1, which contradicts the condition 
F(x,) c D,. Therefore Ax # F(x) for each x E dD, and 2 2 1. It follows 
from Lemma 1.4 that F has a fixed point in B ,+,. Hence there exists e, E D ,,+, 
such that 
e,e Fe,. (2.17) 
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If f(e,) n D W # 4, then e, E Fe, = f(eo) n B W so that 
0 = d,(f(e,), co) 2 dp(f(eoh 4 w) > 0. (2.18) 
If (f(e,) n D ,+,) = 4, then e, E Fe, = Be,. Hence there exists y,Ej(eO) such 
that 
P(Y~) = inf p(f(e,)) and e. = Y~/P(Y~). 
Then 
dJf(eo), e,) = d,(f(e0), Yo/AYo)) GAY0 - Yo/P(Yo)) 
=P((YoP(Yo) - YoYP(Yo)) 
=P(Yo) - 1 (since Y, Ef(eo) = (D w)c, P(yo) > 1) 
= inf p(f(e,)) - 1. 
On the other hand, we have 
d,(f(e,),D,)=inf~p(y-z): YEf(e0),zE~,) 
2 inf(p(y): y Ef(e,)) - sup(p(z): z E a,) 
> inf p(f(eo)) - 1. 
Then, we have 
d,(f(eoL e0) = dp(f(eoh Dw) = inf p(f(eo)) - 1. (2.19) 
The first conclusion of the theorem is proved. 
If d,(f(e,), D,) > 0 with e, E D w, then f(e,) n D ,+, = q5. By the compact- 
ness off(e,), there exists y, Ef(eo) c (D,)” such that 
dp(f(eoh eo) =p(yo - eoL 
and there exists a0 E (0, 1) such that z. = cc,e, + (1 -aa) y, E aD, since 
e, E D W and y 6 4 W. It follows that 
P(Y, - zo) = ~,p(yo - eo) = a0 dp(f(eoL eo) < dp(f(eo), eo) 
= dJf(e0h a,). 
This contradicts the fact z. E 4, and y. Ef(eo). Hence e, E dD,. 1 
THEOREM 2.2. Let E be a Hausdorff locally convex space and D be an 
open subset of E with D # 4 and D convex. Suppose that f: D -+ CK(E) is 
continuous condensing map. Then for every X,,JZ D, there exists e = e(xl) E d 
such that 
d,,(f(eh e) = d,,(f(eh @, 
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where p , is the Minkowskii ,jimction qf x , - 0. Moreover lj’ d,,, (f‘( e), s, ) d 1. 
then e l ,f(e); if d,,,(,f’(e), x, ) > I, then e E (70. 
ProojI Let D, =x1 -D. Then D, is open in E with fled, and D, is 
convex. Define f, : D, --f 2E by 
,fi(X) = I, -f(x, -x), VXED,. 
Then f is a point-compact convex and continuous condensing map. By 
Theorem 2.1, there exists XI E iJ, such that 
d,,(f,(-44 4,) = dp,(fi(xbL 0,). 
Let e=x, -xb. It is easy to prove that 
d,,(f(e), e) = d,,(f,(xbL 4,) = dp,(fl(-4A Bl) = d,,(f(eL 4). 
If d,,,(f(e), x,)d 1, then d,,(O, f,(x’))=d,,,(f(e), xi)< 1. By Lemma 1.3 
and the compactness off(xb), we have 
By applying arguments similar to those in (2.16) and (2.17) in the Proof of 
Theorem 2.1, it is easy to see that 
It follows that eef(e). 
If d,,,(f(e), x,) > 1, then d,,(& fi(xb)) = d,,,(f(e), x1) > 1. By b-mm 1.3, 
f,(xb) n 6, = ~5. By applying arguments similar to those in the Proof of 
Theorem 2.1, we obtain X&E F,(xb) c aD,. It follows that e E 8D. 1 
Remark 2.1. Putting D = int G, it follows from Corollary 1.1 that 
D = G. Thus Theorem 2.2 improves Theorem 2 of Sehgal and Singh [lo] 
in the following several aspects: B need not be quasicomplete, f(a) need 
not be bounded, and our methods are different from those in [lo]. 
Remark 2.2. By Corollary 1.2 and the same reason as in Remark 2.1, 
the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 holds for any subset D of E with 0 E int D. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let X be a normed space, W be a wedge in X, WR = 
{XE w: llxll d R}, and R be a real number. Suppose that f: w, + CK( W) is 
a continuous condensing map. Then there exists e, E VR such that 
d(f(ed3 eo)=4f(eo), FIR). 
If d(f(d d > 0, then Iled = R. 
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Remark 2.3. Corollary 2.1 improves and generalizes Theorem 1 in [6] 
to multivalued map. When W= X, Corollary 2.1 generalizes Theorem 1 in 
[7] to multivalued map. We should point out that Theorem 2.1 with f 
being a single valued map also generalizes Theorem 1 of Lin [6] to any 
subset of a Hausdorff locally convex space. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let K be a cone in Banach space X, K, = (XE K: 
ilxjl<R}, K,= {xEK: Ilxll<r}, and r<R. Suppose f:Z?,-+CK(K) is a 
continuous k-set-contractive map with k E [0, 1) and k < B, where IJ is the 
quasinormality constant of cone K. Suppose 
llvll 2 II-4 for all v~f(x) andxEaK,. (2.20) 
Then there exists x0 E R, R = {x E K: r d llxll d R) such that 
d(f(x,), xo)=d(f(xo), R,)=d(f(xd &J. 
Proof: Define F: i?, + 2”” by 
if XEC’,= {xEK: f(x)nRRf#}; 
yef(x) and llyll =inf{Ilvll:oEf(X))), 
XEC;= {xEK: f(x)nRR=d}. 
By arguments similar to those in the Proof of Theorem 2.1, we know that 
F is an U.S.C. k-set-contractive map and Fx is nonempty compact convex for 
each x E K,. Since Fx c K,, we have 
Iloll <R= llxll for each xE aK, and for each DE Fx. (2.21) 
Now, suppose that XE aK, is arbitrarily given. If XE C;, by the definition 
of F, Fx= f(x)nKR. From hypothesis (2.20) it follows that 
II4 2 llxll for all v E Fx and x E C; n aK,. (2.22) 
If x E C;, then Fx c aK,. Hence 
llvll = R > r = /I-4 for all v E Fx and x E C; n aK,. (2.23) 
By (2.21), (2.22) (2.23), and Lemma 1.5, there exists X,,E R,,, such that 
x0 E FxO. If x E Cl,, then x,, E f (x0). Hence 
024f(x,), xo)ad(f(xo), &dWf(x,), R,)ao. 
If xoeC;, then xo=R~o/ll~oll, yoEf(xo), and IIY~II =Wll4l: vEf(xo)). 
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Hence 
4,0-x,), .d=inf{ llu--xl/: PE.J’(.Q)J G //~~--~,~/l 
= IIJ’~~~ -R=infj Iltil/: UE~(.X~)} -R. 
On the other hand, we have 
d(f(xd, Gd3inf{Il4l: off} -SUP{ ll4: ueRR) 
=inf(lluil:~~f(-u~))-R. 
Therefore 
4fM> x0) = 4f(-%)> K,.) = 4f(-%)t RR). I 
Remark 2.4. Theorem 2.3 generalizes Theorem 3 in [6] to multivalued 
map and weakens the assumption that the norm llxll is increasing with 
respect to K. 
3. FIXED POINT THEOREMS 
Let A be a subset of a vector space E and XE A; we denote 
Z,(x) = {x + c(z -x): ZEA and c >O}, which is an inward set of A at x 
originally studied by Halpern in [S]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that all the conditions in Theorem 2.1 hold. If f 
satisfies any one of the following conditions, 
(i) for each x~dD, with d,Jf(x),x)>O, there exists 
Y E Wn ID,(X) such that d,,,+,(f(x), Y) < dpDw(f(x), x), 
(ii) for each XECYD,, f(x)nZD,(x)##, 
(iii) for each XE~D,, lim,,,+ tp’dp,,((l - t)x + tf(x), Dw) =O, 
then f has at least one fixed point in ii,. 
Proof: For convenience, we denote p ‘pow. By Theorem 2.1, there 
exists e, E B W such that 
e, E Fe0 and d,(f (ed eo) = d,(f (ed bw). (3.1) 
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If f(e,) n d W # c+$ then e,, E Fee, = f( e,) n 4 W so that e, E f( eo). The conclu- 
sion holds. If f(e,) n a W = 4, then 
e. 4f(eo) and e,EBe,= {y/p(y): yEAe,} call,. (3.2) 
By (2.19) in the Proof of Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 1.3, we have 
Wleo), eo) = inf Af(eo)) - 1 > 0. (3.3) 
If condition (i) is satisfied, then there exists y,,~ Wn ZD,(e,) such that 
Wleo)9 ~0) < &(f(e0h eo) = ~,(f(eoL D w), (3.4) 
and y, = e, + c,(z, - e,) with z0 E b W and c0 > 0. By (3.4), y, $ B W so that 
cO> 1 and y$c,+ (1 - l/c,)e,=z,ED,+,. For any z,, z,Ef(e,), we have 
4Meo), Dw) ~P(z~/c~ + (1 - l/cob2 -zo) 
6zdzl - YO)/C~ + (1 - llco)~(z2 - eo). 
By (3.4) and the arbitrariness of z, and z2, we have 
4Lf(eo), a~) G 4Meoh yO)lco + (1 - l/co) 4kf(eo), eo) 
< 4Me0), eo)/co + (1 - ~/CO) 4Meo), e0) 
= 4Ltleoh co) = ~,(f(eo)~ Dw). 
This is a contradiction. Hence f(e,) n DW # #, so that by the above 
argument, e, E f( eo). 
If (ii) holds, there exists a net {y,: a E Z} c Z,,(e,) with y, + yO~ 
j(eo) c W. Then, we have 
(3.5) 
By (3.3), there exists aOe Z such that for any a 2 ao, 
&(f(eo), Y,) < ~,(f(eo)~ eo) = ~,Uleo), fiw). 
By the preceding proof, we must have e,Ef(e,). 
If (iii) holds and e,$f(e,), then there exists t, 20 such that for any 
l>t>t,, we have 
d,((l - tk0 + tf(eO)l Bw) < f~,Ule0)~ eo). (3.6) 
Then there exists z. E B W such that 
&((l - tko + tf(eoh zo) < $Meo), eoh 
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Sincef(e,) is convex, it is easy to see that 
cl,(f(eJ, zd d d,(( 1 - tk, + ?f(e,), =d + (1 - f) J,(f’(e,), eo) 
< tci,(f’(e,), d + (1 - t) Ir’,(f(e,d, d 
= d,(f(ed, ed = dJf(ed, Dw). 
This contradicts the fact that z0 E D,. Hence we must have e, Ef(e,), 1 
Remark 3.1. Theorem 3.1 generalizes Theorem 2 of Lin [6] 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose all the conditions in Theorem 2.2 hold. If ,f 
satisfies any one of the following conditions, 
(i) for each x E aD with d,,(f(x), x) > 0, there exists y E Z&x) such 
that d,,(f(x), Y) < d,,(f(x), x), 
(ii) for each x E aD, f(x) n ID(X) # 4, 
(iii) for each XE~D, lim,,,, t+d,,((l -t)x+tf(x), @=O, 
then f has at least one fixed point in ii. 
Proof: LetD,=x,-Danddefinef,:D,+2”by 
f,(x)=.x, -f(x, -x), VXED,. 
If (i) holds, by arguments similar to those in the Proof of Theorem 2.2, we 
know that for each ZE aD, with d,,(f,(z), Z) > 0, there exists y, EJ~,(z) 
such that d,,(f,(z), y,) <d,,(f,(z), z). It follows from Theorem 3.1 that f, 
has at least one fixed point in 6,) so that f has at least one fixed point in 
6. If (ii) or (iii) holds, the proof is similar to that of (i). i 
Remark 3.2. Theorem 3.2 generalizes Corollary 1 of Sehgal and Singh 
[lOI. 
By applying Corollary 2.1 and Theorem 2.3, we easily obtain the 
following fixed point theorems. Given that their proofs are similar to those 
of Theorem 3.1, we state the theorems without the proof. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose all the conditions in Corollary 2.1 hold. If f 
satisfies any one of the following conditions, 
(i) for each x E a W, with x $ f(x), there exists y E W n ZwR(x) such 
that &f(x), Y) < d(f(x), x), 
(ii) ,for each x E 8 W,, f(x) n ZwR(x) # 4, 
(iii) for each xEaW,, lim,,,+ t-‘d((1 -t)x+ tf(x), @',)=O, 
then f has at least one fixed point in rR. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Suppose all the conditions in Theorem 2.3 hold. rf f 
satisfies any one of the following conditions, 
(i) for each x E aK, with x $ f(x), there exists y E K, n I,Q(x) such 
that 4f (x), Y) < 4f (x), x), 
(ii) for each x E aK,, f(x) n IkR(x) # 4, 
(iii) for each xEaKR, lim,,,+ tP’d((l-t)x+tf(x),R,)=O, 
then f has at least one fixed point in Er,R. 
Remark 3.3. Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 generalize respectively 
Theorem 2 and Theorem 4 of Lin [6]. 
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